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TCP/IP Sockets in C, Second Edition: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Morgan Kaufmann Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
This succinct new edition of our best-selling title presents everything you need know to get up and running with C sockets programming in one affordable volume!    

       The Internet allows computers thousands of miles apart to exchange information through programs such as Web browsers, and nearly all of these programs gain access to...
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Text Mining: Classification, Clustering, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2009
This book is a worthy contribution to the field of text mining. By focusing on classification (rather than exhaustively covering extraction, summarization, and other tasks), it achieves the right balance of coherence and comprehensiveness. It collects papers by the leading authors in the field, who employ and explain a variety of...
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Big Questions in Ecology and Evolution (Oxford Biology)Oxford University Press, 2009
Why do we age? Why cooperate? Why do so many species engage in sex? Why do the tropics have so many species? When did humans start to affect world climate? 

This book provides an introduction to a range of fundamental questions that have taxed evolutionary biologists and ecologists for decades. Some of the phenomena discussed are, on...
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Bayesian Data Analysis, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science)CRC Press, 2003


	This book is intended to have three roles and to serve three associated audiences: an

	introductory text on Bayesian inference star ting from first principles, a graduate text on

	effective current approaches to Bayesian modeling and computation in statistics and

	related fields, and a handbook of Bayesian meth ods in applied...
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Applied Software Product Line EngineeringAuerbach Publications, 2009

	Over the last decade, software product line engineering (SPLE) has emerged as one of the most promising software development paradigms for increasing productivity in IT-related industries. Detailing the various aspects of SPLE implementation in different domains, Applied Software Product Line Engineering documents best...
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Understanding Diabetes: A Biochemical PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A clear explanation of the cause, diagnosis, and treatment of diabetes


	Written for a broad range of readers, including students, researchers, policymakers, health care providers, and diabetes patients and caregivers, this book explains the underlying biochemistry and physiology of diabetes mellitus. Each chapter contains a...
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Genes, Development and Cancer: The Life and Work of Edward B. LewisSpringer, 2007

	While Edward B. (‘Ed’) Lewis is famous for his contributions to genetics and developmental

	biology, few have read his research papers. One reason for this is availability,

	many having been published in obscure journals or as book chapters. A second is

	because his papers in those fields are very difficult to read. The...
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Following the Trend: Diversified Managed Futures TradingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	During bull and bear markets, there is a group of hedge funds and professional traders which have been consistently outperforming traditional investment strategies for the past 30 odd years. They have shown remarkable uncorrelated performance and in the great bear market of 2008 they had record gains.  These traders are highly secretive...
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Dyke Swarms of the World: A Modern Perspective (Springer Geology)Springer, 2018

	
		Continuing the tradition of International Dyke Conference, this book is largely based on contributions from the IDC7 but also includes some chapters by invitation. It focuses on mafic dyke swarms and related associations: e.g. links with sills, kimberlites, syenites, carbonatites, and volcanics, discussing the following themes: (i)...
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Six Sigma and Beyond:  Design for Six Sigma, Volume VICRC Press, 2002
This volume addresses design improvement from the perspective of prevention by introducing readers to the tools of the Six Sigma design process, and discusses DFSS (DCOV), and provides linkages between the traditional DMAIC and the DFSS model.

In this volume of the Six Sigma and Beyond series, quality engineering expert D.H....
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Group Cognition: Computer Support for Building Collaborative Knowledge (Acting with Technology)MIT Press, 2006
The promise of globally networked computers to usher in a new age of universal
learning and sharing of human knowledge remains a distant dream; the software and
social practices needed have yet to be conceived, designed, and adopted. To support
online collaboration, our technology and culture have to be reconfigured to meet a...
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Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the GarageSyngress Publishing, 2005
The perfect book for computer hobbyists, Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the Garage is sure to equally appeal both to kids with gift certificates looking for fun on a snowy January day as well as to adults eager to learn the basics of simple microcomputer design. The book will begin by teaching readers the basics of computer processing by...
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